Compelling glimpses of America during the last half-century, from a master storyteller

“The beauty of these stories and their landscapes – physical and emotional – will surprise you.”
- Bonnie Jo Campbell, author of Once Upon a River

- A young man longs to test himself in ways his comfortable suburban life will not permit
- A north wood’s rabbit hunt becomes a crucible in which a man examines the course his life has taken
- A woman’s memories of childhood abuse threatens her marriage
- A businessman tries to use his youthful love of baseball to remake his life

The stories in this compelling collection represent the return of master storyteller Donald Lystra. Here he provides an intimate portrait of America’s Great Lakes Heartland during the last half-century. In fierce but tender prose he assembles a cast of real-life characters who find themselves navigating life’s difficult boundaries – of age and family – and who may find redemption in the face of searing regret. Although spanning half a century, these are timely stories that speak about the limits we place on ourselves, both from fear and for the sake of those we love.
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DONALD LYSTRA has been awarded writing fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and the MacDowell Colony and his short fiction was given Special Mention in the Pushcart Prizes. His novel, _Season of Water and Ice_, received the Midwest Book Award and the Michigan Notable Book Award in 2010. He and his wife divide their time between Ann Arbor and a farm in northern Michigan.